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“The amount of real estate available for mobile ads is
enormous. With $3.4 billion in spending in 2012,

marketers are staking positions in these new ad formats,
but the most basic question regarding ad placement is still

under discussion: does mobile advance sales, brand
equity, both, or neither?”

– Billy Hulkower, Senior Technology Analyst

In this report we answer the key questions:

• Is the phone too personal for ads?
• Is the phone too small or slow for advertising?
• Are mobile ads effective?
• Apps: Best deployed above the line or below?

More than half of all U.S. teens and adults own a smartphone; time spent reading newspapers and
magazines runs higher on mobile devices than it does for print; the majority of Facebook users access
it primarily via mobile; 10% of all engagement with media occurs on a mobile device. Considering this,
it may not be surprising that ad spend on mobile more than doubled in 2011 to $1.6 billion, and more
than doubled again in 2012 to reach $3.4 billion.

Simultaneously, the mobile sphere is relatively novel for most advertisers, and many see the phone as
too personal to be appropriate for ads, and its screen too small to allow for effective ads to be placed
on it. This report serves as a guide for navigating mobile phone advertising, focusing on how brands
can achieve the greatest return on investment for their mobile ad budgets. Subjects in the report
include which demographics are most open to mobile ads, which show the highest level of response to
ads, the type of ads preferred by consumers, as well as how to best take advantage of the location-
based nature of mobile ads.

Other subjects covered in the report include mobile couponing, how consumers conduct product
research via mobile phones, and an overview of which web activities are conducted via mobile in
general, resulting in a clear view of where contact and engagement can occur on the mobile phone.
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Figure 58: Methods of product research conducted on mobile phones, by gender, January 2013
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Figure 78: Methods of product research conducted on mobile phones, by race/Hispanic origin, January 2013
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Figure 82: Features used on cell phone in past 30 days, by language spoken in home, April 2012-November 2012
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Figure 84: Devices used to access the internet, by languages spoken in home, January 2012-August 2012

Methods of research conducted on mobile phones: cross-tabulated
Figure 85: Methods of product research conducted on mobile phones, by methods of research, January 2013 (part 1)

Appendix – Additional Consumer Data
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Figure 86: Methods of product research conducted on mobile phones, by methods of research, January 2013 (part 2)

By mobile ad groups
Figure 87: Purchasing and clicking in response to ads, by mobile ad groups, January 2013

Figure 88: Preferences between using a phone and larger devices for research and shopping, by mobile ad groups, January 2013

Figure 89: Types of mobile ads seen in past month, by mobile ad groups, January 2013

Figure 90: Preferences for types of mobile ads, by mobile ad groups, January 2013

Appendix – Trade Associations
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